
In today’s color-critical work 
flows, even brand new monitors
need calibration.

All monitors display color differently
and none of them display color 
that will match the color from your
output device.

Monitor calibration controls the
display's color so that it is accurate,
repeatable and relevant to your
work flow.

To ensure your monitor is
displaying the most accurate
colors in the widest range
possible, you can calibrate
and create a high quality ICC
profile with the acclaimed
Spyder with OptiCAL. 

This is especially valuable when
relying on your monitor to make
color decisions or using it to
preview designs for print or the
Web as you create them. 
Includes advanced color control
tools to deliver precise and
repeatable results.

Spyder with OptiCAL  

GEUSB103

Calibrate your monitor with a less
sophisticated and alternative
version for novice users.

Spyder with PhotoCAL™

GEUSB102

calibrate your monitor

www.pantone.com

PANTONE reference
library 
This comprehensive and attractive
color library is the perfect addition
to presentation rooms and
production departments in design
studios or advertising firms. The
PANTONE Product showcase
features three formula guides,
solid to process guide, process
guide, solid in RGB guide,
metallic and pastel formula guides
+ chips. There are also binders
for solid chips on three stocks,
tints on coated and uncoated
stock, solid to process coated
chips and process coated chips
(volumes 1 & 2).

PANTONE reference library    

2001-62

best 
sellers

www.pantone.com

essential for 
designing 

and on-press   
control

Spyder with OptiCAL™

Also sold separately:
ProfilerPLUS™ GSX103
ProfilerPRO GSX104
DoctorPRO GSX106

A special bundle for designers,
manufacturers and retailers in the textile
industry. Calibrate and profile your monitor and
printer with the Spyder with OptiCAL and
ProfilerPLUS software. Specify and
communicate colors from the PANTONE
TEXTILE Color System® with the PANTONE
TEXTILE Color Chooser 2.0 and Guide.

Spyder Textile Suite PRO TPUSB100

Spyder Master Suite 

If you work on Web pages, computer
presentations and more, calibrate your
monitor with the Spyder with OptiCAL. 
To specify color, this Suite also includes
PANTONE ColorWeb® Pro 2.0 and PANTONE
solid in RGB guide.

Spyder Web Suite PRO GPUSB111

The Spyder Master Suite calibrates and
profiles your monitor with the highly
acclaimed Spyder with OptiCAL. 
Also included is: 
ProfilerPRO™ software used to create
professional spectro and scanner-based
profiles for inkjet printers, laser printers,
PostScript® printers and RIPs. 
DoctorPRO™ software used to edit the
profiles that you just created using the Adobe®

Photoshop® precise and familiar toolset. 

Spyder Master Suite GPUSB114

for advanced professionals

Please note that measurement of a specific PANTONE
Color from a PANTONE Publication with the PANTONE
Color Cue may not produce an exact match. All data
variables encoded in the PANTONE Color Cue are
based on specific printing or display conditions and are
to be only used as guidelines. You should always visually
refer to current PANTONE Color Publications for
accurate color identification.

A must-have bundle for designers that want to
reproduce and specify color accurately. It includes the
Spyder with OptiCAL and PANTONE
formula guides designer edition. This
three-guide set provides the basic tools
for accurate selection, specification
and matching of 1,114 solid
PANTONE Colors.

Spyder Designer Suite GPUSB112

Color Cue

Agonizing over your
colors not matching?
With the Spyder product
line, you can quickly
and easily calibrate
your monitor to ensure
the color you see on
your screen matches
the color you see on
your print every time. 
Now you can confidently
meet with your clients,
knowing your colors are
accurate. Pantone has
affordable solutions to
make color and you
look good.

PANTONE 185 C

PANTONE Wm Red
75.00%

PANTONE RubRed
25.00%

CMYK
0 91 76 0

CMYKOG
0 100 0 0 76 0

sRGB100
90 5 18

sRGB255
230 13 46

HTML
E60D2E

Lab
50.23 76.22 42.05

PANTONE 185 C

Euro CMYK
0 95 64 0

libraries include:
� Ink formulas for solid PANTONE Colors 

on coated, uncoated and matte stocks 

� CMYK values for coated stock 

� CMYKOG values from PANTONE solid
in hexachrome on coated stock

� sRGB100 and sRGB255 values for solid
PANTONE Colors on coated, uncoated
and matte stocks 

� HTML codes for solid PANTONE Colors
on coated, uncoated and matte stocks

� Lab (Daylight 65000K) color 
coordinates for solid PANTONE Colors
on coated, uncoated and matte stocks

To identify the closest solid PANTONE
Color, place the PANTONE Color Cue on
a sample and press the clear View and
Measure button. The NEXT key may be
used to step the display through
additional information.

Where else could you get solid PANTONE
Color ink formulas, CMYK, RGB, sRGB, HTML,
Lab and Hexachrome® values in a single
device that fits in the palm of your hand?

Using the PANTONE Color Cue you will be able to
swiftly identify the closest solid PANTONE Color for
any item that you point and click to,
providing an invaluable tool to enhance
your color work flow. Portable and
easy-to-use, the PANTONE Color Cue is a
hand-held spectro-colorimeter programmed with
PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM® Color data.
PANTONE Color Cue GEBAT100

for a complete solution
Spyder Web Suite PRO

fast & useful color data



PANTONE Products
Shipping size (inches) / Shipping  weight (lbs)

Spyder with OptiCAL GEUSB103
11.625 x 7.75 x 3 .375 / 2 lbs

Spyder with PhotoCAL  GEUSB102
11.625 x 7.75 x 3 / 2 lbs

Spyder Photo Suite PRO GPUSB109
11.625 x 7.75 x 3.375 / 3 lbs

Spyder Photo Suite  GPUSB108
11.625 x 7.75 x 3.375 / 3 lbs

Spyder Master Suite GPUSB114
11.75 x  8 .375 x  4 .375 / 3 lbs

ProfilerPLUS software  GSX103
8 x 5.0625 x 1.1875 / 1lb

ProfilerPRO software  GSX104
8 x 5.0625 x 1.1875 / 1 lb

DoctorPRO software  GSX106
8 x 5.0625 x 1.1875 / 1 lb

Spyder Web Suite PRO  GPUSB111
11.625 x  7.75 x  3 .375 / 3 lbs

Spyder Textile Suite PRO  TPUSB100
11.75 x  7.75 x  6.875 / 4 lbs
PANTONE Color Cue GEBAT100
9.75 x 4.25 x 2.5 / 1 lb
PANTONE reference library 2001-62
Three cartons, each 14 x 14 x 14 / 44 lbs total

color 
control &
calibration

Spyder™

Color Cue™

Used by

Designers
Photographers
Art Directors
Pre-press
Printers
Manufacturers
Retailers

Tired of time consuming, trial and
error monitor-to-printer color
proofs? The Spyder Photo Suite
PRO bundle calibrates your
monitor with the highly
acclaimed Spyder with
OptiCAL. It also includes
ProfilerPLUS software for
creating printer profiles using
your desktop scanner. For a
fraction of the price of other photo
professional calibration systems,
you can now calibrate your
monitors and printers and match
the color you see on your CRT or
LCD display with what you see in
print every time! A must-have
package for designers,
photographers, printers and
pre-press people.

Spyder Photo Suite PRO

GPUSB109

Calibrates and profiles your
monitor and printer but replaces
OptiCAL with PhotoCAL for a
less sophisticated alternative
version for novice users.

Spyder Photo Suite

GPUSB108

calibrate your monitor and printer
Spyder Photo Suite PRO

ProfilerPLUS 
works in just 4 easy steps: 
Load the calibration chart;
Print it; Scan it; Build the profile. 
That's all! Everything else is done for
you automatically.

Minimum System Requirements:
CRT/LCD Monitor; Mac OS 9x, OS X; Windows® 98, ME, 2000, XP; USB;
Adobe Photoshop 5 or greater (for both RGB and CMYK printer profiles)
or Adobe Photoshop Elements (for RGB printer profiles only); 300 dpi
flatbed scanner or better; RIP, inkjet, laser or PostScript color printer.

PANTONE color devices
identify and control

your color

* If you have several
computers and you want to
calibrate them all, call your
Pantone representative and
ask for special pricing.

“

”

Some third-party calibration
packages, most notably
OptiCAL from PANTONE
COLORVISION (which we
like a lot), allow you to set
the white point by manually
adjusting the RGB guns 
on monitors that offer
individual gun control. If
your monitor and calibration
package offer this feature,
use it - you'll lose fewer
levels than you would if the
calibrator had to tweak the
lookup tables in the video
card to achieve the
requested white point.

David Blatner and 
Bruce Frasier, Peachpit Press

Printed in PANTONE
Hexachrome®, this leaflet
illustrates both the dynamic
color range and value derived
from the process. Consider
the value... besides great color,

savings can be achieved on everything from
packaging and multi-color product labeling
to the subtle tones of fine art reproduction.
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